
Provide accurate and visual 
scientific explanation

> Communicate visually with 
students and staff using real 
measured data. 

> Demonstrate scientific hypothe-
ses with accuracy and interacti-
vity.

> Greatly reduce the time it takes 
to interpret lab data.

Grasp both the qualitative and 
the quantitative when analy-
sing motion

> Synchronize your quantitative 
data with video objectivity.

> Display measured data on the 
video using graphs, texts or 
symbols.

> Interpret the data and validate 
with motion.

Share your expertise with your 
students and colleagues

> Offer students easy-to-use so-
lutions for presenting both 
classroom and research projects.

> Bring your lectures to life visuali-
zing video and data interactively.

> Create video instruction exam-
   ples with measured data and 

greatly reduce the time to 
   publish reports.

SHAREANALYSECOMMUNICATE

Integrate lab measured data In your 
dartfIsh vIdeo based applIcatIon

your data needs vIdeo!

CSV Reader

see. learn. succeed.



Data linkinG
> Link CSV data to a video clip
> Link data from multiple files
> Overlay all data on the same video clip

automatic Data hanDlinG
> Automatically detect the encoding used
> Include or exclude the header row

manual Data hanDlinG
> Define your own headings
> Organise data into columns
> Exclude text limited by a particular character

link manaGement
> Remove useless links
> Re-establish broken links

Data DiSPlay on the Data GraPh
> Synchronize the data to the video by simple dragging
> Automatic plotting of each numerical stream on the data graph
> Select and de-select any stream displayed
> Alter the amount of data shown on the graph
> Display data on a single y axis or on separate graphs for each data stream
> Temporarily unlink the graph to the video

Data overlay on viDeo
> Overlay the data graphs on top of the video
> Display numerical values with the text drawing tools
> Use Dartfish symbol font to create icons to label displayed values
> Display data as a curve on a graph
> Choose one or more data streams to display on the graph
> Choose the graph layout (value range of the x and y axis)
> Create a new video clip with drawings that can be viewed by others  

(without Dartfish Software)

fEATURES

To run Dartfish CSV Reader, you need to have Dartfish TeamPro 
or ProSuite 4.5.2 installed on your computer.

Dartfish Software is a very effective and complete video analysis 
software package, which includes all necessary functionalities:

> to deliver instant and automatic visual feedback
> to analyse technical performance during and after lesson
> to easily share your expertise with others
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I would lIke to  
contact dartfIsh
If you would like to learn more about Dartfish  
products, visit www.dartfish.com/contact  
or contact your closest Dartfish representative.
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